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SPINDLE MOULDER
TYPE,B.C.C'
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The heavy duty 'B.C.C.' spindle moulder with
a 6" x 11/q" (153 x 32mm) loose top piece.
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HEAVY DUTY
SPINDTE MOUTDER
TYPE,B.C.C'
Safety, performance and reliability, together with
ease of operation make the new heavy duty spindle

- 'Type 'B.C.C.', the ideal machine
for the wide range of applications demanded

moulder

in the modern workshop and factory.

Precision built throughout, the stability of the
'B.C.C.' ensures consistently high standards of
accuracy and finish. Rebating, moulding, trenching,
tenoning and shaping are just a few of the many
operations which can be carried out with safety and
confidence, with the minimum down time - over a
long working life.
The main frame of the machine houses the rise and
fall assembly,four speed drive unit and motor and is
a heavy fabrication ensuring stability and vibrationfree operation. Easy access to allthe working pafts
for lubrication is possible by removing the
detachable panel positioned at the front of the
machine.

The main spindle is precision ground and mounted

in heavy duty, high speed

bearings, internally
tapered to accept the loose top piece which is
secured by a phosphor bronze nut, all carefully
balanced for operating throughout the speed range

The fence assembly incorporates two large 201/2" x
6' (521 x 153mm) precision ground cast iron fence
plates drilled to accept wood "breakout" front pieces
if desired. Both fence plates are adjustable in each
plane through fine adjustment controls - without the
use of spanners.

The machine is powered by a7.5 hp (5.5 kw)motor
mounted on hinged brackets for simple vee belt
tensioning and changing speeds.
The motor is operated through a direct on-line
push button stafier fitted with thermal over load
and no volt release, all wired and ready for connection to the mains supply.
Electrical equipment can be fitted to suit either
single or three phase supply, full particulars of
current supply should be given with enquiries and
orders.

The fence assembly incorporates a detachable
hood guard and an adjustable front guard, totally
enclosing the cutterhead for safety.
All guards and safety devices are designed so as
to enable users to comply with the Health and Safety
at Work Act, 1974.

of the machine.

Four spindle speeds - 3000, 4500, 6000 and
9000 r.p.m. are simple and quick to select and
change, a hand lever releasing and re-tensioning
the belt as required.

The massive cast iron table, measuring 45" x 34"
(1143mm x 864mm) is of heavy ribbed construction
for extra strength and rigidity and incorporates three
detachable centre rings to support the work piece
over the full range of cutter sizes.

A foot operated brake is mounted at the front of the
machine, which when depressed, operates a microswitch, isolating the motor and stopping the main
spindle.
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6" x11/4' dia. (150 x 32mm) loose top piece complete

with four spacing collars and top nut, fence
assembly and hood guard, front guard, foot
operated brake incorporating micro-switch, spindle
lock incorporating micro-switch, drive belt, 7.5 hp
(5.5 kw) totally enclosed fan cooled motor, push
button starter fitted with thermal overloads, no-volt
release and single phasing prevention device,operating spanners, instruction manual.
lncludes 5" (127mm) dia. extraction outlet for fence

assembly, slotted collars, ring guard and fence,
square block, ball bearing slotted collars, french
spindle, shaws type guard with springs, setting
stand for moulding blocks, tenoning attachment,
stair routing attachment, wobble saw, dovetailing
attachment. Circular Wedgelock moulding heads
and a wide selection of cutters.

Rear view of fence assembly incorporating
detachable hood guard with outlet for dust

extraction which, when fitted,totally encloses spindle
for maximum safety.

This guard gives maximum protection to the
machinist and is recommended by the factory
inspectorate. lt gives support to the timber being fed
just where it is required, and it is quickly adjustable.
Standard model supplied with top and side pressure
springs. Wooden pressure pads can be quickly and
easily changed.

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

I

lllustration shows the new
ring guard and fence and the

french spindle. Cutter steel
in lengths or
shaped cutters
supplied on
''":l''
request.
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Combining simplicity

with

efficiency, this

attachment can be used on most types of vertical
spindle moulders, including the "Dominion" type
'B.C.C.'The two boards are clamped in position
using the appropriate stops provided for setting,

thus producing the dovetail and the
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simultaneously
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The cutters are secured by the twin wedge lock
principle and only a small amount of the head is
taken up by each cutter, allowing up to four
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thick cutters in the standard 47/e" (1 25mm) dia. block.
Replacement parts, shown below, are available,
eliminating the need to return the block to the
supplier.
Sizes range from the 47/stt x15/16, (125 x 25mm)
dia. 2 cutter block, to the 4" (100mm) wide 4 cutter
block, size chart on back cover.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT includes 5'
l127mm) dia. extraction outlet for fence

STANDARD EQUIPMENT includes loose top
oiece. spacinq collars, top locking nut, fence
ässembiy witñ hood guard; front guard, foot
brake c-oupled with- micro-switch, spindle
control couþted with micro-switch, drive belt,
motor and control gear, operating spanners

àssemblv, slotted collars, ring guard and

fence, équare block, ball bearing sl$gq
collaró, fnjnch spindle, shaws type guard with
springs, setting'stand for moulding blocks,
tenoñi ng attachment, stai r routi ng attach ment,

and instruction manual.

wobble saw, dovetailing attachment. Circular
Wedgelock moulding heads and a wide
selection of cutters.

SPEC¡FICATION

STANDARD DIAMETER TOP PIECE

11/f',

32mm

SPINDLE RISEAND FALL

6',

153mm

WORKCAPACITY

6"deep

153mmdeep

TABLESIZE

45"x34"

1143x864mm

TABLE HEIGHT

34',

864mm

TABLE CENTRE RING OPENINGS

11/z',21/1',6'& 9"

36,&1,152&229mm

(each)

FENCE PLATES
SPACTNG COLLAR SIZES (4)

201/2"

521x153mm

x6"

3/l'x2" dia.

19x50mmdia.

1"x2" dia.

25 x50mm dia.

11/2"

37x50mm dia.

x2" dia.

50x50mm dia.

2"x2" dia,
SPINDLESPEEDS

3000, 4500, 6000,9000 r.P.m

HORSE POWEROF MOTOR (3Phase)

7.5 hp

5.5kw

FLOORSPACE: LENGTH

49',

1244mm

WIDTH

38'

965mm

HEIGHT

46',

1168mm

Machine

Code

NettWeight

B.C.C.

CABBY

8cwt.3qn. 445k9

DIA.
47/a"

TWIN
WIDTH CUTTERS

BORE

15Á6"

2

lo 11/f'

15/'t6"

4

Uplolt/a"
lo 11/l'

1

lcwt 1q¡572k9

DIA.

2',
4',

47/e"

11/4',

to 11/q'

lo11h'

57/a"

11/2"

11/oi'

47/a'
47/a'

11/2"

2

lo

1't/y''

4

2"

2

11/q"

70.00ft31.98m3

WIDTH CUTTERS

57/a'
57/a'
57/a'

4

CaseSize

GrossWeight

11/4',

11/2"

BORE

4

U lo11/4'

2

lo 11/l'
to

4
2
4

to2'
Io2'
lo2"
to2"

constant endeavour is made to improve goods of Dominion mlanufacture, actual products may differ in
some details from the illustrations.
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